Making driving safe & pleasurable
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What we have done

Sosaley Technologies' combined hardware and software solutions are today delivering critical cost savings and improved
efficiencies in the automotive sector.
We are delivering functional prototypes with enhanced features including digital controls, EU integration, smartphone and
cloud connectivity, WiFi, Bluetooth, NFC etc. Nearly every prototype has either gone or is going into full production.
Today, Sosaley can create products that will delight your customers and enhance your revenue and customer base.
Irrespective of how much money you spend, a vehicle is an electromechanical device that can fail. The last thing you want is to be stuck
because your vehicle decides it is time to give you trouble.
Sosaley has accumulated 100s of man years of experience in the design, development, and testing of electronics for the automotive
industry. The objective is simple  to use our vast knowledge and design capabilities to deliver solutions. Solutions to enhance vehicle
safety and reliability, and bring back the pleasure of driving.
What if we can warn you of potential issues before they happen? What if we can warn you of the status of the battery, fuel, tyre, or, 100s
of other critical parts of your vehicle? What if your smartphone can do a preflight check much like what a pilot does before takeoff?
Working with vehicle manufacturers and automotive parts manufacturers, we are today delivering designs for controlling, sensing, and
analysing the health of a vehicle.
Motor Control
Working with LucasTVS, we have delivered a
digital control system for BLDC motors. The
controller can be used for both accelera ng
and braking the motor. Using three Hall
Sensors to read motor data, the controller
uses a six‐step commuta on
logic for exact control of the
motor. Ta, Tb, and Tc mer
values are fed into the PWM
register and a graph analyzed to
study the eﬀec veness of the
controller. We have managed to
achieve the accuracy required in terms of the
gaps between the mings and a perfect
sinusoidal wave.
The motor controller is linked to CAN/ LIN bus and can be used in both
two and four wheelers. The CAN/LIN interface sends data to the ECU,
displays current status, and gets control instruc ons. The motor controller
is also designed to use GPS and other modes for cloud‐based informa on
ﬂow.

TPMS
Sosaley has developed a Tyre Pressure Monitoring System that can be
used in all vehicles. With special sensors and transmi ers ﬁ ed on each
tyre, you can view the tyre pressure and temperature any me. The TPMS
has a small TFT display, as well as an Android interface for showing
informa on on your smartphone. The TPMS system obeys ISO/IED‐61508
guidelines and can be adopted for ISO/IEC‐20202 guidelines. Alerts have
been coded into the system and the TPMS can deliver both audio and
visual alerts.
For ﬂeet operators, TPMS can send data to a dashboard on the cloud with
vehicle iden ﬁca on. This allows you to call the driver and alert him to
avoid a poten ally dangerous situa on.
Telematics/Cloud
Sosaley has developed a sophis cated cloud architecture that can be
used on all vehicles. It has built an eﬃcient Data Storage & Retrieval (DSR)
that can get data from any end device. Using a clever combina on of push
and pull, the Message Handler ensures that very li le bandwidth is
needed at any me to ensure all data reaches the cloud. At the
communica on level, Sosaley's cloud can use literally any communica on
protocol ‐ HTTP, POP3, TCP, UDP, or IP. Encryp on is done at the
transac on, session, and user‐deﬁned levels for the integrity of data.

What We Are Doing
Sosaley is today gaining absolute mastery over the CAN/LIN bus. It has set up a simulation board to test connectivity in the
office. At the same time, Sosaley is working with leading manufacturers of vehicles and automotive parts to upgrade their
offerings and helping them meet the GOI deadline of 2030 for EVs.
With protoype development and working closely with microcontroller manfacturers, Sosaley can speed your digital offerings
and get you ready to face the coming challenges. What we develop today for some clients are being evaluated at a global
level for adoption across the world.
Sosaley's cloud framework is data
driven and is supported by a UI builder,
an alert processor, a report engine, and
a data analy cs engine. At the
hardware level, Sosaley products use
Bluetooth, Zigbee, Ethernet, or GPRS to
push data to the cloud.
Installed on a vehicle, Sosaley’s
Telema cs system can gather data from
mul ple sensors and give you the
online status of the vehicle 24/7.
Battery Management
Sosaley has developed an advanced ba ery management system (BMS)
that works across all ba ery types. Ini ally developed for UPS/Inverter,
Sosaley's BMS now works for cars, trucks, forkli s and a myriad other
types of vehicles.
Sosaley's carBMS is a popular product that, in addi on to giving the status
of the ba ery, delivers a number of other features including engine status
and vehicle posi on. carBMS’s non‐invasive 60‐second installa on and
GPS delivers an easy methodology for ﬂeet owners to monitor their
vehicles and drivers.
Sosaley has also started working on an automo veBMS for electric
vehicles. The automo veBMS will have easy plug and play connec vity,
manage the charging of the ba ery, and interact with the vehicle
management system through CAN/LIN bus.
Connectivity
Sosaley products are designed for universal connec vity. They support
Zigbee, Bluetooth, WiFi, Serial RS232C, RS 485, and GSM/GPRS. They can
send data to your smartphone, give a missed call, and even send emails.
Data can be routed to the cloud directly from the baseboard, or through

an external communica on device such as a smartphone.
Today Sosaley is working with CAN/LIN bus as well as J1939
communica on protocols to guarantee a seamless integra on of its
products into the vehicle communica on and management network.
Mobility
Based on its proven Sosaley Master Controller (SMC), Sosaley today oﬀers
a powerful and reliable Bluetooth connec vity to smartphones. Using a
tested and proven Bluetooth circuit, the connec vity to the smartphone
is re‐established immediately when the phone is within range. At the
other end, SMC keeps track of data that has not been transmi ed and
restarts from that point onwards. Sosaley's Bluetooth connec vity
methodology ensures that no data is lost and you always get all the
informa on you want on your vehicle.
IoT Sensors
The Sosaley Master Controller has been designed to be the centre of an
ever‐expanding IoT system. Using a 32‐bit microcontroller, SMC can read
data simultaneously from 64 diﬀerent sensors covering pressure, ﬂow,
voltage, temperature, gas, proximity, etc. Sosaley brings the same
experience and familiarity to sensors on vehicles. Sosaley brings a world
of experience with Hall Sensors, tyre pressure and temperature sensors,
vibra on sensors, audio sensors, and heat sensors to the automo ve
ﬁeld.
GPS
One of the surprising things about GPS is the lack of it being ubiquitous in
all vehicles. You might have it on your smartphone or AV system, but
should it not be as common as a steering wheel? Sosaley oﬀers GPS as a
simple op on that can be an integral part of any vehicle. You can see the
loca on of the vehicle from anywhere, within or outside the vehicle. With
data going to the cloud constantly, owners can understand vehicle
movement accurately and plan their logis cs be er.

We specialize in the design and development of
embedded systems for automo ve, healthcare,
power, and other industries.
Our robust IoT and Cloud Eco‐Systems can cut your digital
transforma on me and costs by half or more.
Our Sosaley Master Controller has everything needed for
quick connec vity. Our Sosaley Cloud Framework has real
me alerts, analy cs, and detailed analysis that will have a
posi ve impact on your produc vity and proﬁtability.
Iconic clients including CSIRO of Australia, Chemotech of
Sweden, Lucas TVS, and Armstrong are changing their market
strategy with design and development help from us.
Act today to be part of the $1Trillion digital India of 2022. Get
in touch with us today to see how we can work together.
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